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A powerful, funny, richly observed tour de force by one of America’s most acclaimed young writers: a story
of love and marriage, secrets and betrayals, that takes us from the backyards of America to the back alleys
and villages of Bangladesh.
In The Newlyweds, we follow the story of Amina Mazid, who at age twenty-four moves from Bangladesh to
Rochester, New York, for love. A hundred years ago, Amina would have been called a mail-order bride. But
this is an arranged marriage for the twenty-first century: Amina is wooed by—and woos—George Stillman
online. 
For Amina, George offers a chance for a new life and a different kind of happiness than she might find back
home. For George, Amina is a woman who doesn’t play games. But each of them is hiding something:
someone from the past they thought they could leave behind. It is only when they put an ocean between
them—and Amina returns to Bangladesh—that she and George find out if their secrets will tear them apart,
or if they can build a future together.
The Newlyweds is a surprising, suspenseful story about the exhilarations—and real-life complications—of
getting, and staying, married. It stretches across continents, generations, and plains of emotion. What has
always set Nell Freudenberger apart is the sly, gimlet eye she turns on collisions of all kinds—sexual,
cultural, familial. With The Newlyweds, she has found her perfect subject for that vision, and characters to
match. She reveals Amina’s heart and mind, capturing both her new American reality and the home she
cannot forget, with seamless authenticity, empathy, and grace. At once revelatory and affecting, The
Newlyweds is a stunning achievement.
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From reader reviews:

Joshua Rodrigue:

Do you have something that you enjoy such as book? The e-book lovers usually prefer to pick book like
comic, quick story and the biggest some may be novel. Now, why not attempting The Newlyweds that give
your pleasure preference will be satisfied through reading this book. Reading habit all over the world can be
said as the opportunity for people to know world much better then how they react toward the world. It can't
be claimed constantly that reading habit only for the geeky individual but for all of you who wants to
possibly be success person. So , for all of you who want to start looking at as your good habit, you could pick
The Newlyweds become your own starter.

Christine Clute:

Do you really one of the book lovers? If yes, do you ever feeling doubt if you find yourself in the book store?
Attempt to pick one book that you just dont know the inside because don't evaluate book by its cover may
doesn't work the following is difficult job because you are frightened that the inside maybe not seeing that
fantastic as in the outside look likes. Maybe you answer is usually The Newlyweds why because the
excellent cover that make you consider regarding the content will not disappoint you. The inside or content is
fantastic as the outside or maybe cover. Your reading sixth sense will directly direct you to pick up this book.

Barbara Butler:

This The Newlyweds is new way for you who has intense curiosity to look for some information as it relief
your hunger info. Getting deeper you in it getting knowledge more you know or you who still having small
amount of digest in reading this The Newlyweds can be the light food to suit your needs because the
information inside this particular book is easy to get by means of anyone. These books create itself in the
form and that is reachable by anyone, sure I mean in the e-book type. People who think that in reserve form
make them feel drowsy even dizzy this guide is the answer. So there is absolutely no in reading a guide
especially this one. You can find actually looking for. It should be here for anyone. So , don't miss it! Just
read this e-book variety for your better life along with knowledge.

Christine Hughes:

You can obtain this The Newlyweds by browse the bookstore or Mall. Just simply viewing or reviewing it
might to be your solve issue if you get difficulties for the knowledge. Kinds of this publication are various.
Not only by written or printed but also can you enjoy this book through e-book. In the modern era similar to
now, you just looking of your mobile phone and searching what their problem. Right now, choose your own
ways to get more information about your publication. It is most important to arrange yourself to make your
knowledge are still revise. Let's try to choose suitable ways for you.
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